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NEW FOR 2016 

To promote more participation by its members the Club is beginning “Gimme Your Best Shot”. As explained on the Club website 
at http://www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/gimme-your-best-shot - 	the goal is to get members to get their camera out and 
take some interesting shots each month. Members will be allowed to submit two images per topic each month. The images must 
be taken in the year 2016 and can be submitted no earlier than the first of the month of that particular topic and no later than the 
Saturday prior to the General Meeting. The images will be displayed on the Club Website and will also be shown in a slideshow at 
the beginning of each general meeting.

See the rules for submission in terms of sizing and formatting at: www.cameraclubofhendersonville.com/forum-entry-
rules-12-10-2015.pdf. HOWEVER, images for Gimme Your Best Shot should be sent to Ken Weaver  at:
kennethweaver@kenlenz.com.

The images will simply be displayed but not critiqued. This program will come into play on the non-forum months below.

Months to participate: Topic:
February Door Knobs, Knockers
March Bottles
May 99 Feet from My Door
June Macro/Closeup
August Rural Architecture
September Photojournalism
November Waterfalls, Rapids and Streams 

On page 2 Bob Coffey has combined “Gimme Your Best Shot” with the forum months of January, April, July and October:              
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  CLUB MEETINGS - Are held on the fourth Tuesday of  
  the month at the Chamber of Commerce Building, 204 
  Kanuga Road (intersection with Church Street).
  6:30  Social half hour;  7:00 Meeting.

  Next meeting is February 23

  CRITIQUE GROUP - meets on the second Tuesday of 
  the month at 1:00 at the Unitarian Universalist Church,   
  2021 Kanuga Road. Next meeting is February 9.

       Al Weiss                Ice Storm at the Oaks         Sharon Packer                                                  Rich DeSimone
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STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING

At the Steering Committee Meeting of January 5, the members decided to formalize the format of the 
monthly meetings. At 7:00 announcements would be given. In the months where “Gimme Your Best Shot” 
is in effect the photos from that month’s theme would be shown. The main program would follow. At 8:00 
there would be a ten minute break. The program would conclude at 9:00. 

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
                                         
                                         Club Members,
                                         Early this year we developed a new leadership plan that included several new 
                                         Coordinators acting as committee chairs. We were thrilled with members 
                                         stepping up and volunteering to lead various efforts.
                                         The following Coordinators are to be thanked:

                                               •   Judy Tuthill - Hospitality                                              
                                               •   Mike Merrill - Field Trips
                                               •   Peter Jones - Audio/Video                                             
                                               •   Reid Northrup - Mentoring Program                                              
                                               •   Rich DeSimone - Setup                                               
                                               •   Sharon Coffey - Communications
                                               •   Shirley Walsh -Welcoming

Each of these Coordinators will need help from time to time and if there is an area of interest that catches 
your eye, please contact any of the above and offer your assistance.

JANUARY MEETING

From left John Fiori, John Smith and John Orolin            John Smith demonstrates a tilt-shift camera                                    

Susi Luard photo                                                               Bob Coffey photo       
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                                                                                For the January meeting the Forum theme was   
                                                                                Monochrome. Members submitted 70 pictures to be 
                                                                                critiqued. 

                                                                                Offering the critique was local photographer John Smith. 
                                                                                John worked as an industrial photographer for GE in the 
                                                                                days of film and developed an appreciation for dodging and  
                                                                                burning. As such many of his comments were in the nature 
                                                                                of “if this were my photo here are the areas I would darken 
                                                                                or lighten”.

  He also noted that for some photos too little space remained   
                                                                                at the edges so that if they were framed important aspects of
                                                                               of the photograph could be lost. For some photos he would                     
                                                                               have preferred to see additional space at the bottom, but   
                                                                               realized  there may be important reasons for cropping that
                                                                               area out.                                                                             
                                                                             
                                                                              A sample of the photos submitted follows.

       John Ayre                               Amish                                          Joe Bestor                       Home Front

          Red Slater                           Public Servants                              Sandy Jones                     Smile
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       Ken Weaver                   Wolf Pair In Snow                           Sharon Packer                    Fiderhit

       Greg Lambert                   Point of View                                   Ron Anderson                  Grove Arcade

      Susi Luard                        50 Shades of Grey                       William Merrill      Sunup at Julian Price Lake  
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       Ed Law                                   Colorado Range                             Ken Weitzen                  Towhee

FEBRUARY MEETING

                                                  As noted on the front page the theme for “Gimme Your Best Shot” is 
                                                  Door Knobs, Knockers.

                                                  Bob Coffey will be giving a presentation on how to get the most out of 
                                                  Lightroom.

FEBRUARY REFRESHMENTS

                                              Shirley Walsh/Reid Northrup

                                          Thanks to Judy Rountree-Benedict for the January refreshments. 

THE TIP OF THE MONTH

Bob Coffey forwarded this month’s tip.
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ILLUSTRATED PHOTOGRAPHERS DICTIONARY

Fox Talbot, William Henry - 
                                                                                            
                                                                                             An inventor and pioneer of photography, Fox Talbot 
                                                                                             (1800-1877) introduced the calotype or talbotype 
                                                                                             process in 1841. His book, The Pencil of Nature 
                                                                                             (published in installments from 1844-1846) was the 
                                                                                             first commercially published book to be illustrated 
                                                                                             with photographs. 

One of his most famous photographs, made in 1844, showed Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square, in London, 
under construction.

Greyscale - 

                                                 A digital image in which all of the color information has been removed, leaving 
                                                 only black, white, and shades of grey.

                                                For example the Zone System uses a grey scale with ten values; a scanner 
                                                working to a depth of 8 bits digitizes to a grey scale of 256 values, from 0 to 255 
                                                (black to white). 
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Guide Number (GN) - 

                                                                                A number on a flash unit that measures its capacity to light a 
                                                                                subject at a particular distance and ISO setting. Usually 
                                                                                based on a setting of IS0 100, the guide number is 
                                                                                determined by multiplying the flash-to-subject distance by the 
                                                                                f-stop setting needed to correctly expose the subject at that 
                                                                                distance. A flash with a lower guide number produces a 
                                                                                much weaker flash than one with a higher guide number.

WHAT IS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC IQ?

This fast exercise contains only three questions.

1. In image-editing terms, what does an S curve do?
    a. Boosts contrast by lightening highlights and darkening shade
    b. Increases sharpness - the S stands for sharpness
    c. Increases or reduces saturation according to how it is changed
    d. Turns highlight or shadows to negative for a solarization effect

2.  Which of these accessories is not designed to get close to subjects like flowers?
    a. Macro lens
    b. Extension lens
    c. Reversing ring
    d. Extender

3. In talking about color temperature, what do high Kelvin numbers describe?
    a. A reddish-yellow light, such as a match bursting in flame
    b. A strong green cast, useful for landscape photography
    c. A distinctly bluish tinge
    d. A neutral color temperature

Answers on p. 8

 
FROM THE BOOKSHELF

                      At the beginning of the new year it’s useful to look back to several books published in 2015.

                                        Scott Kelby - The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom CC Book for Digital 
                                                Photographers. New Rider.  $31.  Amazon: 4.5 stars.

                                                Since Lightroom 1.0 first launched, Scott Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop 
                                                Lightroom book for Digital Photographers has become the world’s #1 best 
                                                selling Lightroom book, and has been translated into a dozen foreign 
                                                languages. The book has three features which make it standout among 
                                                Lightroom books:

                                                * Throughout the book the author shares his own personal settings, telling the 
                                                reader which techniques work best, which to avoid,and why.
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* The book is laid out in a real workflow order so the reader can use Lightroom from the start.

* It includes a chapter on integrating Adobe Photoshop seamlessly into the workflow.

Professional Review by Conrad J. Obregon in Vine Voce:

“This is one of the best of the beginner’s books (with perhaps something for more experienced users) about 
Lightroom 6.

The author provides several pages for each of the functions and provides step-by-step instructions on how to 
use the function and commentary on the outside of the page and screen captures closer to the gutter…There 
is no skipping on the instruction so you won’t have any surprises.”

Jay Maisel - Light, Gesture and Color (Voices That Matter). New Riders. $39.71

                                                 Before retiring to work on his own photographs Jay was a professional 
                                                 photographer for fifty-five years, and is recognized as one of the top natural 
                                                 light photographers in the world. His photographs have been called “a mini-
                                                 masterclass in composition and how to capture the subtle nuances of light 
                                                 playing against shadow”. He credits his studies of painting and drawing at 
                                                 Yale for his knowledge of where light was coming from and how to draw it out. 

                                                 The book is not about f-stops or ISO’s. It is about how to see and how to find 
the extraordinary. Although the book uses street photography (primarily in New York City) the lessons apply 
to all types of photography.

Professional Review by Conrad J. Obregon in Vine Voce:
“Maisel has been a great teacher of photography but don’t look for instruction about technique…I think of 
Maisel as an abstract photographer, not because his photographs don’t look like reality, but because he’s not 
as much concerned with the content as with its explication of light and color… You have to see the images. 
They are a feast for the eye.”

                                                Susan Tyler Hitchcock editor - National Geographic Rarely Seen: 
                                                Photographs of the Extraordinary. National Geographic. $26.49. Amazon: 5 
                                                stars.

                                                Review by Mike O’Conner, Amazon Top 500 Reviewer:

                                               “Rarely Seen is an enchanting, exquisite smorgasbord of incredible images of 
                                               wonders large and small from around the world.

                                                A doorstopper of a book at 400 pages, Rarely Seen divides into sections on 
                                                Phenomena, Life, Places, Objects and Moments. Among the photographic 
gems are snaps of Antarctic ice towers, the Cave of Crystals, Fingal’s Cave basalt columns, skydivers in 
flight, the Grant Canyon Skywalk, lightening over Mt. Rushmore… and many more.

In short, Rarely Seen is a gorgeous, gorgeous book that will enchant readers of all ages. Highly 
recommended”.

Answers to Test Your Photographic IQ:

1. A
2. D
3. C 
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NOTICES

Although Ken Weaver sent out announements about these two events, a reminder may be useful as both draw 
nearer.

The first notice is an excerpt from the Hendersonville Times-News:
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 LEGAL STUFF - THE FINE PRINT
Contents of this site are © 2016 by the Hendersonville NC Camera Club or its members except where noted. All image 
copyrights are held by the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of
this Newsletter without the explicit written permission of the copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided on the
Hendersonville Camera Club Website and/or Newsletter pages are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed 
as as an endorsement by the Hendersonville Camera Club of the content or views of the linked materials. The  
informationcontained is for general information purposes only. The information is provided by the Hendersonville NC 
Camera Club, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct, we make 
no representations or warranties of any kind.

LAST, BUT NOT LEAST

                                                                       
                                                                                   Thanks to Ron Anderson


